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Abstract Capital flows to emerging market economies create externalities that make the affected economies more vulnerable to financial fragility and crises. Policymakers can make their economies better off by imposing capital controls that regulate and discourage the use of risky forms of external finance such as short-term dollar-denominated debts. Such policies reduce macroeconomic volatility in the economies involved and lead to a global Pareto improvement.
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Introduction



Emerging economies frequently experience episodes of large capital inflows. In the mid-2000s for example, global financial markets were flush with liquidity. Many emerging economies had better short-term growth prospects ∗
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than advanced countries and became an attractive destination for global investors. Large capital inflows, or “capital flow bonanzas” in the terminology of Reinhart and Reinhart (2008), pushed up real exchange rates and inflated asset prices in the countries affected. The ensuing rise in purchasing power and in the value of domestic assets that could serve as collateral fueled a large increase in indebtedness. During the global financial crisis of 2008/09, the flows went into reverse as global investors retrenched. And unsurprisingly, the countries that had experienced the largest inflows during the boom, were hit hardest in the bust (IMF, 2009). Massive deleveraging plunged country after country into crisis, leading to severe downward pressure on exchange rates and asset prices. Output and employment in the affected countries declined precipitously, in some instances such as in Eastern European by up to 25 percent, imposing massive social costs. Figure 1 depicts the effects of large episodes of capital inflows on the probability of experiencing a financial crisis, based on calculations performed in Korinek (2011b).1 The unconditional probability of a country experiencing a crisis during the period was 5.8% as illustrated by the flat horizontal line. Experiencing a capital inflow bonanza significantly raises the probability of experiencing a crisis t years later, up to 8.3%, as indicated by the solid grey line and the dashed 95 percent confidence intervals. A Granger causality test shows that capital flow bonanzas Granger-cause financial crises at the .1% significance level. Policymakers in emerging economies are justifiably worried when they 1



The figure is based on IMF IFS data from 1980 – 2009. An episode of large capital



inflows is defined as a realization of the current account in its top quintile, as in Reinhart and Reinhart (2008). Financial crises capture all currency crises according to the definition of Frankel and Rose (1996) and banking crises according to the definition Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
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Figure 1: Conditional probability of crisis after capital flow bonanza experience large capital inflows. A growing chorus of academics, perhaps most famously reflected in Stiglitz (2002), has argued that capital flows to emerging markets should therefore be regulated. Country after country, from Brazil to Indonesia, Colombia, Korea, Peru, Taiwan and Thailand, has followed their advice in recent months. In a notable reversal on earlier policies, the IMF has given its blessing to capital controls under certain circumstances (see Ostry et al., 2010). The traditional economic literature, as reflected e.g. in Fischer (1998), argued that based on the standard welfare theorems, free capital flows ensured the most efficient global allocation of capital possible. A growing body of literature, however, including Korinek (2009, 2010, 2011c) and Jeanne and Korinek (2010a), make the welfare theoretic case for regulating capital flows as a form of Pigouvian taxation based on the notion that such flows impose externalities on the recipient countries. Just as environmental pollution produces externalities that reduce societal well-being if unregulated, capital inflows to emerging markets produce externalities that make such economies more prone to financial instability and crises. By implication policymakers can achieve a Pareto-improvement by regulating and discouraging the use of risky forms of external finance, in particular of foreign currency-denominated debts. 3



Capital Outflows Declining Collateral



Falling Exchange Rates Figure 2: Balance sheet crises and financial amplification in emerging economies The economic rationale for such capital controls derives from the notion that most modern financial crises involve private sector balance sheets. This underlines the importance of a crucial category of market imperfections: when international investors provide finance, they require that their loans are either explicitly secured by collateral or implicitly by strong balance sheets of their borrowers. However, the value of most of a country’s collateral and the health of private balance sector sheets depend on exchange rates and asset prices: they improve in good times when exchange rates appreciate; they deteriorate in bad times when exchange rates depreciate, but when access to finance is most needed. When an emerging economy is hit by a sufficiently strong adverse shock, its exchange rate depreciates, the value of its domestic collateral declines, its balance sheets deteriorate, and international investors become reluctant to roll over their debts. The resulting capital outflows depreciate the exchange rate even further and trigger an adverse feedback cycle of declining collateral 4



values, capital outflows, and falling exchange rates, as illustrated in figure 2. This gives rise to pecuniary externalities because each individual borrower rationally takes market prices, such as the exchange rate, as given, but a planner internalizes that changing the behavior of all agents will affect macroeconomic aggregates and by implication market prices. In particular, inducing private agents to take on less finance and less risky forms of finance in good times implies that they owe less in adverse states of nature and that the feedback loop in figure 2 is mitigated: exchange rates depreciate by less and balance sheet constraints are loosened. One interpretation of such regulation is that financial stability in the economy is a public good, and that a planner who imposes prudential capital controls induces agents in the private sector to internalize their effects on financial stability. An alternative interpretation is that private agents face a prisoners’ dilemma – if they could all agree to use less external finance or less risky financing instruments, the economy as a whole would become more stable and everybody would be better off. This creates a natural role for policy intervention. In a world where financial markets are complete and unconstrained, pecuniary externalities do not matter because the marginal rates of substitution of all agents are equated and the wealth transfers that arise from changes in relative prices are Pareto efficient – this was one of the fundamental insights of the Arrow-Debreu framework. However, when an economy is subject to binding financial constraints, then pecuniary externalities do generally matter. If prices move in a way that reallocates wealth from less constrained agents to more constrained agents, a Pareto improvement can be achieved. This is the welfare-theoretic foundation of our results. Our theory of externalities based on balance sheet effects also provides a clear framework for how to determine the optimal magnitude of policy 5



measures. The reason why capital inflows expose an economy to financial fragility is that they may reverse precisely when an economy is experiencing financial difficulty and is subject to the described feedback loop. Different forms of capital inflows result in different payoff characteristics in the event of a crisis with different probabilities of future capital outflows, which in turn leads to different externalities. Optimal capital controls should aim to precisely offset these externalities. If an emerging economy takes on dollar debts and subsequently experiences a financial crisis, the exchange rate depreciates and the domestic value of the debt increases sharply, implying that dollar debt imposes a large negative externality. CPI-indexed debt protects borrowers against the risk of exchange rate fluctuations, imposing smaller externalities. Local currency debts and portfolio investments play an insurance role, since the value of the local currency and equity markets tend to go down during crises. Finally, non-financial foreign direct investment often stays in the country when a financial crisis hits; in those instances it does not impose any externalities. More generally, optimal policy measures on capital inflows should be regularly adjusted for changes in the financial vulnerability of the economy (see Jeanne and Korinek, 2010b). The externalities of foreign capital rise during booms when leverage increases and financial imbalances build up. After a crisis has occurred and economies have de-levered, new capital inflows create smaller externalities, justifying a zero tax in bad times when a country seeks to attract more capital. Optimal capital flow regulation should therefore be strongly procyclical. In a calibration to the case of Indonesia, we find that a tax on dollar debt between 0 and 30%, with an average of 1.5%, is indicated. The maturity structure of debt flows also plays a crucial role: international creditors often refuse to roll over short-term debt when financial conditions in an emerging economy deteriorate, creating a large risk of in-
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stability. On the other hand, long-term loans cannot be recalled before their maturity date. Long-term bonds that trade in secondary markets are somewhere in between: they can be sold by international investors in the event of a crisis, leading to capital outflows and financial amplification. However, in such situations long-term bond prices typically fall sharply, which gives them an equity-like characteristic and implies that the resulting capital outflows will be smaller than in the case of short-term debt that is repatriated at par value. The remainder of this paper summarizes the findings of an active recent literature on the externalities arising from balance sheet crises and on capital controls to regulate them. We illustrate the basic arguments of this literature in a simple analytic model based on Korinek (2010, 2011c) and discuss a range of issues that arise when imposing capital controls. We conclude by pointing toward future research directions.
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Analytic Illustration



2.1



Setup of Benchmark Model



The model that we develop in this section is based on Korinek (2010, 2011c) and allows us to illustrate our arguments analytically. It captures a simple version of balance sheet effects and financial amplification to illustrate the pecuniary externalities that lead private agents to engage in excessive borrowing. In two extensions, we will also exemplify how the same externality affects the riskiness as well as the maturity of liabilities taken on by private agents. Assume a small open endowment economy with three time periods t = 0, 1 and 2 that is inhabited by a representative agent. There is a tradable 7



consumption good in each period. In addition, we introduce a non-tradable good in period 1 and denote its relative price by p, which constitutes a measure of the real exchange rate. The utility function of the representative agent is  U = log cσT,0 + log (c1 ) + cT,2



where c1 = (cT,1 )σ (cN,1 )1−σ



(1)



The variables cT,t and cN,t represent tradable and non-tradable consumption in a given period t, and c1 is a consumption index that combines tradable and non-tradable consumption in Cobb-Douglas fashion with expenditure shares σ and 1 − σ. The consumer obtains no endowment in period 0, endowments of tradable and non-tradable goods (yT,1 , yN,1 ) in period 1, which we normalize to (σ, 1 − σ), and an endowment yT,2 of tradable goods in period 2. For simplicity we assume that there is no discounting and that the world gross interest rate is 1. The only way to consume in period 0 is to borrow, which we denote by d0 = cT,0 . In period 1, the consumer chooses how much to consume in both tradable and non-tradable goods, and how much debt d1 to carry into the following period. In the final period the consumer repays his debt and consumes the remainder. Given the relative price of non-tradable goods p, the budget constraints of the consumer are cT,0 = d0 cT,1 + pcN,1 + d1 = yT,1 + pyN,1 + d1 cT,2 + d1 = yT,2



(2) (3) (4)



Financial Constraint We capture the possibility of balance sheet effects and financial amplification by assuming that period 1 borrowing is con-
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strained by a fraction κ 



σ 1−σ



of the income of the representative agent,



d1 ≤ κ (yT,1 + pyN,1 )



(5)



A microfoundation for this constraint is that consumers may threaten to default after taking on their debts and that they can renegotiate their debts at the end of period 1. If they default, international lenders can seize at most a fraction κ of the income of consumers in that period, convert all non-tradable goods into tradable goods at the prevailing market price p, and repatriate what they receive. If consumers have all the bargaining power, they could renegotiate their debt down to the level indicated by the constraint, and lenders would never be willing to lend more than this level. The amount yT,1 + pyN,1 can be interpreted as the international collateral of domestic borrowers. A decline in the exchange rate p reduces the international collateral and by implication the borrowing capacity of domestic consumers, which captures the notion of balance sheet effects in our model.2



2.2



Model Solution



We solve the model through backward induction. Assume first that the representative consumer enters period 1 with an amount of tradable goods m = yT,1 − d0 , which captures the consumer’s endowment net of the debt d0 carried into the period. We denote the utility of the consumer in the remaining two periods as V (m; yT,1 ) = max log (cT,1 )σ (cN,1 )1−σ + cT,2



s.t.



(3), (4) and (5)



(6)



where market clearing requires that cN,1 = yN,1 = 1 − σ for non-tradable goods and cT,1 = m + d1 for tradable goods. Assigning the shadow prices 2



See Korinek (2011c) for an extensive discussion of alternative assumptions that would



lead to financial amplification effects that are similar to the ones discussed in our framework.
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µ and λ to the period 1 budget constraint and borrowing constraint of the consumer, his first-order conditions are σ



FOC (cT,1 ) :



=µ cT,1 1−σ = µp cN,1 1+λ=µ



FOC (cN,1 ) : FOC (d1 ) :



We combine the first two optimality conditions and impose market clearing for non-tradable goods to obtain p=



cT,1 σ



(7)



The real exchange rate is an increasing function of tradable consumption cT,1 , which we can loosely interpret as a measure of aggregate demand in period 1 since non-tradable consumption is constant. As the consumer wants to spend fixed shares of his consumption on tradable and non-tradable goods, any increase in tradable consumption is matched by a parallel increase in the price of non-tradable goods to keep the expenditure shares on the two goods constant and ensure market-clearing. Loose Financial Constraint For sufficiently low levels of initial debt d0 the financial constraint on the representative consumer will be loose so λ = 0 and µ = 1. Then the consumer chooses to consume cT,1 = σ = yT,1 and borrow d1 = d0 , and the exchange rate is p = 1. This allocation satisfies the borrowing constraint if d0 ≤ κ. For unconstrained levels of initial debt, the economy therefore achieves the first-best allocation denoted by f b. We substitute these allocations in equation (6) to express the utility of the consumer in the first-best allocation as a function of the economy’s period 1 holdings of tradable goods m and yT,1 . V f b (m; yT,1 ) = v f b + m 10



for an appropriate constant v f b . The derivative of this function with respect to m captures the marginal valuation of holding liquid tradable goods, to which we will henceforth refer to as the marginal value of liquidity Vmf b (·) = 1 Binding Financial Constraint If d0 > κ, then the financial constraint on the consumer is binding. The levels of borrowing and tradable consumption are then determined by the binding constraint d1 = κ [yT,1 + pyN,1 ] cT,1 = m + d1



(8) (9)



Equation (8) reflects the balance sheet effects of depreciations: a lower exchange rate p reduces how much individual agents can borrow. Equation (9) captures that lower borrowing d1 reduces the consumption of domestic agents when the financial constraint is binding. A constrained consumer with d0 > κ recognizes that his utility, given period 1 liquid tradable resources m = yT,1 − d0 , is V con (m; yT,1 ) = v con + σ log {m + d1 } − d1



(10)



for an appropriate constant v con . The consumer’s marginal value of liquidity under binding constraints is Vmcon (·) =



σ cT,1



(11)



Since cT,1 < σ under binding constraints, observe that Vmcon > Vmf b . The marginal value of liquidity is higher (and, conversely, debt repayments are more costly) when the constraint is binding than in the first-best allocation when the constraint is loose. 11



In general equilibrium, the real exchange rate is given by p = cT,1 /σ, which implies cT,1 i d1 = κ yT,1 + yN,1 · σ Solving the two equations (9) and (12) in d1 and cT,1 , we obtain h



σyT,1 + myN,1 σ − κyN,1 m + κyT,1 = σ· σ − κyN,1



(12)



d1 = κ · cT,1



(13)



Since d0 > κ when the constraint is binding, the fractions in both terms are less than 1; therefore the constrained levels of borrowing d1 and consumption cT,1 are less than the unconstrained levels, which are given by d0 > κ and σ respectively. When the financial constraint is binding, our model exhibits financial amplification. Assume an exogenous change dm in the net liquid tradable resources of the consumer in period 1. Under binding financial constraints, such an increase not only allows for an increase in consumption by dm but also appreciates the exchange rate by dm/σ, which in turn relaxes the financial constraint by dm · κ/σ, allows for a further increase in consumption by dm · κ/σ, and so forth. In total, the response of consumption under binding constraints is κ  κ 2 σ dcT,1 =1+ + >1 + ... = dm σ σ σ − κyN,1 It is easily verified that the right-hand side of this equation can be obtained either by calculating the sum of the geometric series that is listed in the equation, or by taking the derivative of equation (13) with respect to m. Under binding constraints, an increase in m therefore leads to an amplified increase in consumption.
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Solution of Period 0 Problem Using the function V (·), we formulate the consumer’s problem as max σ log (d0 ) + V (yT,1 − d0 ; yT,1 )



(14)



and obtain the first-order condition σ cT,0



= Vm (·)



Substituting the consumer’s marginal valuation of liquidity (11), we obtain that the consumer’s optimality condition implies cT,0 = cT,1 . If κ ≥ σ, then the period 1 Euler equation implies that consumers find it optimal to consume and borrow cT,0 = cT,1 = d0 = d1 = σ The financial constraint is loose and the first-best equilibrium in the economy can be implemented. If κ < σ, then this allocation is not feasible and the decentralized equilibrium is characterized by a binding financial constraint. Following the period 0 optimality condition and equation (13), period 0 borrowing satisfies d0 = cT,0 = cT,1 = σ ·



(1 + κ)yT,1 − d0 σ − κyN,1



Solving explicitly for d0 and comparing the resuling equilibrium quantities we find d1 < κ < d0 = cT,0 = cT,1 =



2.3



σ(1 + κ)yT,1 


Social Planner’s Solution



We now introduce a constrained social planner into our model and compare the allocation she chooses with the decentralized equilibrium. We assume 13



that the planner optimizes the welfare of domestic consumers subject to the same constraints as decentralized consumers, including the borrowing constraint, the budget constraints and constraints on the market structure. (Since international lenders are indifferent about their level of lending, maximizing the welfare of domestic consumers amounts to maximizing global welfare.) Naturally, the notion of a constrained social planner is different from a first-best planner who is just bound by the economy’s resource constraints and can ignore the borrowing constraints and budget constraints of individual agents. But constrained planning problems better capture the situation of a regulatory authority in the real world that has no other powers but to coordinate the actions of individual agents. Establishing whether an economy is constrained efficient is therefore the most basic test for whether there is a role for policy intervention. In evaluating the borrowing constraint of consumers, the planner internalizes that the exchange rate at which non-tradable collateral is valued is determined by the marginal rate of substitution between tradable and nontradable goods, as given by the exchange rate equation (7). Backward Induction As before we proceed by backward induction. We first solve for the period 1 and 2 equilibrium of the constrained planner and then determine the optimal period 0 allocation and compare it to that of decentralized agents. For any given level of debt d0 carried into period 1, the social planner and decentralized agents choose the same allocations. If d0 ≤ κ so that the financial constraint in the economy is loose, this is is easy to see since both the planner and decentralized agents implement the first-best equilibrium. If d0 > κ and the financial constraint in the economy is binding, the planner is subject to the same constraint as decentralized agents and has no 14



choice but to borrow and consume the maximum possible in period 1, which is given by equations (12) and (13). However, even though their real allocations coincide, the two value liquidity in period 1 differently if the financial constraint is binding. The reason why we care about the valuation of liquidity in period 1 is that this variable is instrumental in determining the period 0 borrowing choices of decentralized agents and the social planner. We formalize our finding as follows: Lemma 1 (Valuation of Liquidity) If the period 0 debt level is sufficiently low d0 ≤ κ, then the financial constraint in period 1 is loose and both the planner and decentralized agents perceive the marginal value of liquidity as Vmf b = 1. Otherwise the financial constraint in period 1 is binding and the planner values liquidity more highly than decentralized agents, Vmsp > Vmcon . Proof. If d0 ≤ κ and the financial constraint is loose, the valuation of liquidity is trivial. If the financial constraint is binding, decentralized agents perceive the marginal benefit of a unit of liquidity as Vmcon =



σ . cT,1



In taking the derivative



of the value function (10), consumers take the borrowing limit d1 as given since all the variables on the right-hand side of equation (8) are exogenous for price takers. In general equilibrium, we can substitute for cT,1 from equation (13) to re-write this expression as Vmcon (·) =



σ − κyN,1 m + κyT,1



By contrast, a constrained social planner internalizes that the exchange rate p in (8) is endogenous to the aggregate period 1 tradable resources m = yT − d0 in the economy. She recognizes that the borrowing limit d1 is given by equation (12) and the value function of consumers is V sp (m; yT,1 ) = v sp + σ log [m + κyT,1 ] − κ · 15



σyT,1 + myN,1 σ − κyN,1
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Figure 3: Private and Social Valuation of Liquidity for an appropriately chosen constant v sp . Taking the derivative of the value function with respect to m, we obtain the marginal benefit of liquidity as perceived by the social planner Vmsp (·) =



κyN,1 σ − m + κyT,1 σ − κyN,1



Comparing the two marginal valuations of liquidity we find Vmsp > Vmcon (Recall that the constraint binds when d0 > κ and that we normalized yT,1 + yN,1 = 1.) During episodes of financial amplification, decentralized agents only recognize the private benefits of additional liquidity and take the tightness of the financial constraint, as captured by Vmcon , as given. A constrained social planner coordinates the actions of decentralized agents and internalizes the 16



social benefits of additional liquidity as captured by Vmsp . She recognizes that additional liquidity m across the economy raises aggregate demand, which appreciates the exchange rate and leads to positive financial amplification effects. We depict the discrepancy between the private valuation of liquidity Vmcon and the social valuation Vmsp in figure 3. One way of putting this result is that a healthy balance sheet, i.e. holding liquidity m when financial constraints are binding, is a public good. A planner who internalizes this effect ensures the socially optimal provision of a public good. Solution of Period 0 Problem In solving for the period 0 problem, the social planner proceeds in the same way as decentralized agents and solves the optimization problem expressed in equation (14). He also obtains a firstorder equation that follows along the same lines, σ cT,0



= Vm (·)



However, the different valuation of liquidity that we observed in lemma 1 implies that the planner chooses a different real allocation: Proposition 1 (Excessive Borrowing) If the financial constraint is relatively loose (κ ≥ σ), then a constrained social planner and decentralized agents can both implement the first-best equilibrium in the economy. If the financial constraint is relatively tight (κ < σ), a constrained social planner takes on less debt than decentralized agents. Proof. If κ ≥ σ then the economy is unconstrained in period 1 so Vmf b = 1 and d0 = σ. The allocations of decentralized agents and the planner coincide. On the other hand, if κ < σ then the economy is constrained. It follows from lemma 1 that for any constrained level of debt, Vmcon < Vmsp . The period 17
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Figure 4: Constrained Planner’s Second-Best Intervention 0 Euler equation then implies that dcon > dsp 0 . In other words, a social planner 0 would borrow less than private agents in period 0. Graphical Interpretation Figure 4 illustrates the constrained social planner’s intervention graphically. The left panel illustrates equilibrium in the period 0 market for debt in which d0 is determined. The right panel depicts the period 1 market for debt in a constrained equilibrium in which d1 is determined by the solid vertical lines. In each panel, the horizontal axis captures the amount of debt, and the vertical axis depicts the corresponding marginal rate of substitution between the current and next period, i.e. the price at which an agent would be willing to shift a marginal unit of consumption between the two periods. We can interpret the downward-sloping line representing the marginal rate of substitution of the emerging market agent as the demand D for debt, and the flat horizontal line representing the (constant) marginal rate of substitution of international lenders as the supply S of debt. The area in between the two lines represents the surplus of emerging market consumers from borrowing. We denote variables in the constrained decentralized equilibrium and in the
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social planner’s allocation by the superscripts con and sp respectively. Since we assumed that the financial constraint in period 1 is binding, observe that each choice of debt d0 in period 0 determines a specific level of consumption, the real exchange rate and the borrowing limit in period 1. However, decentralized agents take the real exchange rate and therefore the period 1 borrowing limit as given when they determine their period 0 borrowing – they simply choose dcon such that their marginal rate of substi0 tution equals that of their lenders, which we assumed to be 1. They end up in period 1. constrained at dcon 1 A planner recognizes that marginally reducing period 0 borrowing to dsp 0 creates a second-order welfare loss, illustrated by the shaded Harberger triangle in the left panel of the figure. In the following period, lower debt d0 enables higher consumption, pushes up the exchange rate and relaxes the borrowing limit in period 1 to dsp 1 . This has a first-order benefit on consumer welfare, as illustrated by the shaded trapezoid in the right panel of the figure. Capital Controls as Pigouvian Taxation The constrained planner’s equilibrium can be implemented by imposing a Pigouvian tax τ on debt inflows that closes the wedge between the private valuation Vmcon and the social valuation Vmsp of the cost of debt. If a tax on borrowing d0 is imposed and the revenue is rebated lump sum, the Euler equation of private consumers becomes



σ(1−τ ) d0



= Vmcon (·). This condition replicates the planner’s constrained



optimal intertemporal allocation that



where the derivatives Vmsp



σ d0



= Vmsp (·) if the Pigouvian tax is set such



Vmcon 1 − τ = sp (15) Vm and Vmcon are evaluated at the planner’s allocation.



Since Vmsp > Vmcon > 1, the tax is strictly positive but sufficiently small that it does not discourage borrowing to the point where the constraint is loosened.
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In other words, a planner would impose prudential capital controls so as to reduce the magnitude of crises, but would not attempt to completely avoid them. Excessive Borrowing in a Stochastic World In our benchmark model we assumed that the world is deterministic and that the tightness of the financial constraint depends on initial parameters. By doing so we could capture the essence of the problem in the simplest possible way. It is straightforward to extend our model of excessive borrowing such that binding financial constraints occur on a probabilistic basis. One way of doing so is to assume that the period 1 endowment yT,1 is subject to a stochastic shock – then the constraint would be tighter the lower the endowment. Another way of introducing uncertainty is to assume that the collateralizability parameter κ is subject to “credit shocks” that directly affect the borrowing capacity of emerging market agents. In both instances, it is easy to see that our findings on excessive borrowing remain valid.



2.4



Risky Financing Decisions



Let us next extend our simple benchmark model to allow for different types of capital flows. Since the marginal valuation of liquidity, i.e. the pricing kernel, of private agents is distorted so that they undervalue the social benefit of liquidity in constrained crisis states, we find more generally that private agents will choose a liability structure that leaves them excessively exposed to binding constraints, even if they have access to state-contingent insurance instruments. Emerging economies generally face a risk-return trade-off in their financing decisions: instruments such as dollar debt are cheaper – they are available at comparatively low interest rates – but they impose significant risk on bor20



rowers in case the exchange rate depreciates. On the other hand, financial instruments that involve more risk-sharing, such as local currency debt, equity or FDI, require a higher expected return that compensates international investors for the additional risk. Private agents choose their liability structure according to a private risk/return trade-off, but fail to internalize that a risky private balance sheet also imposes social costs. Put differently, they do not have proper incentives to take precautions against financial amplification effects and buy too little crisis insurance compared to a constrained planner. In our analytic model, we introduce two states of the world in period 1 and allow consumers to interact with risk-averse international investors and make a state-contingent financing/insurance decision in period 0. Assume that consumers value consumption according to the utility function U = cT,0 + E[u (c1 ) + cT,2 ]  and that period 1 output can take on two realizations yT,1 ∈ y L , y H with probabilities p and 1 − p. Consumers sell state-contingent securities dL0 and dH 0 to international investors who buy them at prices p (1 + ρ) and (1 − p) each. In other words, investors are paying the expected value for payoffs in the high state of nature, but they are averse to the low state of nature and are willing to pay a premium (1 + ρ) for payoffs in that state. The maximization problem of domestic consumers is     i i i max p (1 + ρ) dL0 + (1 − p) dH 0 + Ei V y − d0 ; y where the expectation is taken over i ∈ {L, H}. The resulting first-order condition on dL0 is 1 + ρ = Vm mL 21







(16)



Proposition 2 (Excessive Risk-Taking) A constrained social planner would commit to smaller repayments dL0 in the low state of nature than decentralized agents. Proof. According to equation (16), consumers choose a state contingent repayment that leaves them constrained in the low state of nature L, since the cost of insurance against this state is greater than the marginal value of liquid resources in unconstrained states Vmf b = 1. This first-order condition pins down a unique level of dL0 since the value function V is strictly concave in that region. By contrast, the first-order condition on repayments in the  fb H high state dH = 1, which implies that the economy will be 0 is Vm m unconstrained in the high state. Per lemma 1, the planner values liquidity more highly than decentralized agents in the constrained state L, but the two value liquidity equally in the unconstrained state H. By substituting the derivative of the planner’s value function in the first-order condition (16), it can be seen that the planner would promise lower repayments in the low state of nature, i.e. the planner’s financing choices leave the economy less exposed to binding constraints and financial amplification. The portfolio decision of consumers can be interpreted as a risk/return trade-off: they sell claims on the low state of nature to the point where they incur binding constraints (“risk”) because foreign investors are willing to buy such claims at a higher price (“return”). The planner perceives the cost of binding constraints higher and will therefore sell fewer claims dL0 . If the low state of nature materializes, the planner is responsible for smaller repayments, there is less amplification, and consumption cT,1 declines less severely than in the decentralized equilibrium. In this sense a planner takes on less risk in her financing decisions or buys more insurance against adverse states of nature than decentralized agents. 22



The planner’s equilibrium can be implemented via Pigouvian taxes on the payoffs of securities that pay in the low state of nature dL0 . Consumers and the planner value payoffs in the unconstrained high state dH 0 equally. We can view real-world securities as different combinations of state-contingent  payoffs dL0 , dH 0 . For example, foreign currency-denominated debt would correspond to a pair dL0 > dH 0 – consumers who borrow in foreign currency have to repay more in low states of nature when a country’s exchange rate depreciates. CPI-indexed local currency debt (real debt) would correspond to dL0 = dH 0 . On the other hand, non-indexed local currency debt would correspond to dL0 < dH 0 since it entail lower repayments in low states than in high states of nature. FDI may be viewed as a contract in which dL0 ≈ 0 since profits are only repatriated in good times. The different weights on payoffs in the high state and on externality-rife payoffs in the low state is what is responsible for the pecking order of externalities in table 1.



2.5



Short-term Debt



Another manifestation of excessive risk-taking is that decentralized agents take on too much short-term debt. Long-term debt insures emerging economies against rollover risk during systemic crises, i.e. against the risk that interest rates rise or credit is rationed precisely when the country most needs funding. During such rollover crises, financial amplification effects occur and give rise to externalities. Individual market participants do not internalize this and take on too little long-term debt as insurance against rollover risk. We introduce a long-term bond into our benchmark model and assume that domestic agents finance their period 0 consumption by issuing shortterm debt d0 at gross interest rate 1 and long-term debt dLT 0 to be repaid in period 2 at an interest rate 1 + ξ, where ξ > 0 reflects an exogenous term
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premium, cT,0 = d0 + dLT 0 For simplicity, we assume that the consumer’s long-term debt does not affect the renegotiation problem at time 1 since it does not need to be rolled over. It follows that the consumer’s optimization problem is  max σ log d0 + dLT + V (yT,1 − d0 ; yT,1 ) − (1 + ξ) dLT 0 0 imply The first-order conditions on d0 and dLT 0 σ = Vm (·) = 1 + ξ cT,0 Proposition 3 (Excessive Short-term Debt) A constrained planner would than decentraltake on less short-term debt d0 and more long-term debt dLT 0 ized agents. Proof. The second equality pins down a unique level of short-term debt d0 since the value function V is strictly concave in the constrained region where Vm > 1. Lemma 1 implies that the social planner would contract a smaller level of d0 than decentralized agents. The first equality then pins down period 0 consumption and, via the period 0 budget constraint, the level of long-term debt. Since period 0 consumption cT,0 is identical in the allocations of the decentralized equilibrium and the planner, a smaller level of short-term debt implies that the planner takes on a higher level of long-term debt than decentralized agents. The planner’s equilibrium can again be implemented by imposing a Pigouvian tax τ on short-term debt as given by equation (15).



3



Quantifying the Externalities of Capital Flows



Korinek (2010) develops a sufficient statistics approach to estimate the magnitude of externalities imposed by different forms of financial instruments 24



during the 1997/98 crisis in Indonesia. He finds that a marginal outflow of one dollar during the crisis imposed an externality of 14 cent on other borrowers. The first column of Table 1 reports the gross return of different financial instruments. The second column multiplies this by 14% to obtain the marginal externality of each type of instrument under the assumption of a one-year maturity. The third column determines the optimal tax rate if crises occur on average every 20 years. In the table, different forms of capital flows are ranked according to a pecking order of decreasing externalities: dollar debt is one of the most dangerous forms of finance, since the local currency typically depreciates during crises, which inflates the value of dollar liabilities just when domestic agents are least able to service their debt. The real gross return on dollar debt is reported as 218%. CPI-indexed debt contracts or rupiah debt impose considerably smaller externalities as they avoid such adverse valuation effects. Investments in the stock market allow for a considerable degree of risk-sharing with foreigners, which reduces the externalities even more. However, they are still associated with externalities, since international investors often sell stocks during financial crises, which leads to capital outflows and pressure on the exchange rate. These theoretical predictions about the riskiness of different forms of finance closely mirror the empirical findings on the effects of different forms of financial liabilities on stability and growth (see e.g. Mauro et al., 2007). Optimal policy measures on capital inflows should also be regularly adjusted for changes in the financial vulnerability of the economy (see Jeanne and Korinek, 2010b). The externalities of foreign capital rise during booms when leverage increases and financial imbalances build up. After a crisis has occurred and economies have de-levered, new capital inflows create smaller externalities, justifying a zero tax in bad times when a country seeks to
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Table 1: Externalities Imposed by Different Financial Instruments in Indonesia, 1997/98. Asset category



Real gross



Externality



Optimal



return



in 1998



tax



Dollar debt



218%



30.7%



1.54%



GDP-indexed dollar debt



190%



26.8%



1.34%



CPI-indexed rupiah debt



100%



14.1%



0.71%



Rupiah debt



63%



8.9%



0.44%



Stock market index



44%



6.2%



0.31%



attract more capital. Optimal capital flow regulation should therefore be strongly procyclical.



4



Conclusion



Building on a growing recent literature (Korinek, 2010, 2011c), this paper has argued that there are externalities associated with balance sheet crises in emerging economies and has developed a simple model of a small open emerging economy to illustrate the point. Furthermore, we have discussed that these externalities can be readily calibrated and may justify capital controls of the order of magnitude observed in the real world. However, there are a number of questions on which further research is warranted. Without being exhaustive, let us list a number of important challenges. If we extend our focus beyond small open economies, capital controls have spillover effects on other countries. As we show in our ongoing research (Korinek, 2011a), they are still desirable from a global welfare perspective, but there may be scope for policy coordination if such controls create distortions that can be lessened by international cooperation. 26



Secondly, prudential capital controls are closely related to macroprudential regulation. As we discussed in this paper, capital controls may be the first instrument of choice when policymakers are concerned about balance sheet effects arising from exchange rate volatility. On the other hand, macroprudential regulation of debt, which does not discriminate based on the residency of creditors, may be the optimal instrument to mitigate booms and busts in asset prices that lead to balance sheet effects (see e.g. Jeanne and Korinek, 2010b). Finally, like every form of regulation, capital controls create incentives for circumvention. An important research agenda is to study how best to impose robust controls that are effective in offsetting externalities while minimizing the distortions arising from attempts at circumvention.
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